
Wheel Hub Bearing 

Service Life  

Testing System 
Wheel Hub Bearing Service Life Simulation System is for automotive wheel bearing’s 

performance test.  This system is not only for the rigidity test but durability test and  road load 

simulation test as well.  Also, this system is designed to be satisfied with major auto makers 

in the world. 



Wheel Bearing Service Life Simulation System is  

designed for the high load, endurance, and service  

life test of two specimens at once of the vehicle  

wheel bearing by controlling the magnitude of the  

cornering forces and radial forces under heating and 

cooling conditions. 

This system is capable of superior simulation and  

block cycle test, especially service life test of BMW  

and AK cycle test of Volkswagen, is accredited by  

BMW company. The innovative design of the test  

frame provides reliable service for all types of tests  

and lab environments.  

For the rotational move, 15kw servo motor is used for a precise control against various speed changes and 

high rigid fixtures enable to do the rigidity test, high speed high load test with reliable test results. 

Also, using various accessories, user is able to make a proper environment for the wheel bearing test and  

gets reliable results.  

This system’s stable performance and high quality brings good review from the customers. 

System design 



All the components used in this system such as actuators, hydraulic power unit, service manifold have a good 

review from the customers for  the preciseness and durability. 



Deneb series controller which is a multi axial digital controller(controls up to 8 axes) is used and basically it 

has 1KHz of control loop and it communicates with sensors in real time. Also, LAN is used for the server  

communication. 

For the control software, Sabio series is used. 

This Sabio series has a specialized pre and  

post processor for the wheel bearing test so  

that any type of load and various parameters  

for the wheel bearing’s performance can be  

read. 

Control system & software 


